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SRI SATHYA SAI VIDYANIKETAN, NAVSARI 

SUMMER BREAK WORKSHEET 2018 – 19 

CLASS: I 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH 
 

  

Q-1) Complete the sentences about ‘ Myself ‘ . 

1. My name is ____________________________________________ 

2. I study in  ____________ class. 

3. I am _________ years old. 

4. My father’s name is _____________________________________ 

5. My mother’s name is ____________________________________ 

6. My favourite colour is _____________ 

Q-2) Fill in the blanks to complete the words using vowels. 

                  (a, e, I , o , u ) 

1. r____t                                2. p___n 

3. h___ n                                4. k ___d 

5. t___ y                                  6. z___p 

7. n___t                                   8. b___t 

9. b___d                                  10. p___t 

Q-3) Write the correct words from the jumbled words. 

1. acp_______                           6. allb  __________ 

2. oomn________                     7.ppael __________ 

3. ekit ________                         8.oyb ___________ 

4. lacss ______                            9. mbreuall ___________ 

5. snu________       10. odll ____________ 

Q-4) Match the animals with their younge ones. 

                   A                                     B 

1.            cat                                       puppy 

2.             dog                                     kitten 

3.             cow                                     chick 

4.             hen                                      duckling     

5.             duck                                     calf  

Q-5) Make the plural nouns. 

1. Fan _________ 

2., Kite _________ 

3. Chair ________ 

4. Pencil _________ 

5. Car ___________ 
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SUBJECT: HINDI 
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SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS 
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SUBJECT: COMPUTER 
 

Q:1  [A]  The steps to start the computer are given below.  Number the steps in the 

correct  

                      order. 
i) Switch on the CPU    (              ) 

ii) Switch on the Monitor    (              ) 

iii) Switch on the UPS    (              ) 

iv) Switch on the main supply   (              ) 

[B] The steps to shut down  the computer are given below.  Number the steps in the 

  correct order.  
i) Switch off the UPS    (              ) 

ii) Switch off the Power Supply   (              ) 

iii) Click the Start button    (              ) 

iv) The messages Logging off and then Shutting down will appear. In a few seconds, the monitor 

turns blank. Switch  off the monitor. (              ) 

v) Click the Shut down button   (              ) 

Q:2 [A] Fill in the blank with the correct word: 

  [ electronic, movies, sums, touch , batteries ] 

 i We can watch _____________ on computer at home. 

 ii A computer is an _______________ machine. 

 iii A tablet computer has a ____________ screen. 

 iv Laptop, palmtop and tablet computers are work on ________________. 

 v We can solve _____________ on a computer. 

 [B] Write the total number of keys for the following types of keys present on the  

Keyboard:  

 i Alphabet keys:- _____________  

 ii Number keys:- ______________ 

 iii Enter keys:- _______________ 

 iv Spacebar key:- ________________ 

Q:3  Match the devices with there types: 

  Devices     Types of devices 

 i Monitor   a Processing devices 

 ii CPU    b Output devices 

 iii Keyboard   c Pointing devices 

 iv Mouse    d Input devices 
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SUBJECT: DRAWING 
 

 


